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Chamber of Commerce
Has Accomplished Wonders
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K. S. Williams, Publisher
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KENTUCKY HARDWARE & pines.; in the 866 days of hapfriend one year—only $1.00, Booth, In Charlotte, N. C.
coming new year.
, GRAHAM FURNITURE CO. IClub Cook Book. A nice gift.
IMPLEMENT CO.
FULTON HARDWARA C.
O
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Furnit .re Is a Gift for All the Family.
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A CEDAR CHEST IS A
MOST USEFUL GIFT. GIVE
WIFE,
YOUR
ONE TO
DAUGHTER OR SWEE THEART. $13.50 UP.

titre.
tiGt ;
roue

Any piece for the living room is always a wonderful gift.
We have a—w—o-nderful selection.

city.

road

any
WHAT WOMAN WOULD
NOT WANT AN ATTRACTIVE SEWING CABINET?
WE HAVE THE PRISCILLA

And
MAKE IT HER MERRIEST
CHRISTMAS OF Alt WITH
A 'HOOSIER CABINET.
SAVES TIME, SAVES WORK,
SAVES ENERGY.

A PRETTY DOLL BUGGY
FOR THE LITTLE GIRLS.
GENUINE
LLOYD
LOOM
WOVEN IN A VARIETY OF
SHAPES AND COLORS.
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Odd Chairs
art the very thing today. You
should see out. new 0114.5. Beau.
tiful upholsterings on richly
carved frames.
GIVE A BEAUTIFUL CHAIR
FOR THE LIVING ROOM.
AN EASY CHAIR FOR DAD
—JUST THE KIND THAT
GIVES COMPLETE REST.

Nlartha Washington

STYLE IN EITHER WALNUT
OR MAHOGANY FINISHES.
A LAMP ADDS COLOR
AND CHARM TO ANY ROOM
--SURELY A PRETTY GIFT.
HAVE ALL STYLES AND
PRICES. BE SURE AND SEE
THEM.
.."----•
i I-.-.."
1

GIVE HER A PRETTY
DESK—A THING OF BEAUTY AND A JOY TO A WOMAN. SHE WILL TREASURE
IT FOR YEARS TO COME.

FOR
A
TEA WAGON
SERVICE.
BEAUTY
AND
WE HAVE A PRETTY SELECTION AT ATTRACTIVE
PRICES.

Gilt Suggestions from Graham Furniture Co.
Cons(,I( Tables
Oceasi,nal Tables
Floor Lamps
Table Lamps
Bridge Lamps
Boudoir Lamp
Bed Lamps
Desk Lamps
Pictures
Tapestries
M irrors
Smoking Stands
Smoking Cabinet
Book Ends
Candle Sticks
Vases

Table Runners
Taffeta Pillows
Spinet Desks
Cedar Chests
Tea Wagons
DESK SETS
Sewing Cabinets
Sewing Rockers
Fire Screens
Card Tables
Radio Tables
End Tables
Telephone Stands
Living Room Suites
Bed Room Suites
Dining Room Suites

Windsor Chairs
Fireside Chairs
Hall Chairs
Hoosier Cabinets
Porcelain Top Tables
Kitchen Stools
China Tea Sets
Brass Novelties
Pottery Novelties
FOR THE CHILDREN
-Desks with Chairs
Doll Buggies
Rockers, etc.

AN ODD TABLE IS NEVER
OUT OF PLACE. WE SUGGEST A CONSOLE, DAVENPORT OR OCCASIONAL TABLE AS A MOST ATTRACTIVE GIFT.

IfI

A remarkable shio.ving of

Breakfast Ittioni Suites
in all tinishe!,. and prices. SoIlle
with extenaiun tables.

Largest
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO. Fulton's
Furniture Store
"QM=
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Kentucky
Hardware &
Iniple event Co.

Kentucky
Hardware &
Implement Co.
„ i„„,s. h.,„,„,
1;1 II W. SiIOW, S,1'

W. W
Ard

LUI

Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

What Shall I Give For
Christmas?

eATIRRO
The Finest Aluminum

\n endless
A:sortment
in all the
newest
patterns.
Flite.;tAturnirium

Irb

This very pertinent question is answered-- exhaustively, thorntoyhjy, c,,n i prcl usnsively, suggestively. We mention 1.,:ifts appropriate for ('V t'! member of the family father, m()ther, brother,
sister, relative:, friends or s\veethearts. And xvith the selection
as varieli and attractive as it is this year at this st(Ire, Christmas
shopping and gift selecting is more ()I a pleasure than a drudgery.
You come into this store and See Sit many beautiful things that art
suitable gifts for the loved ones in mind that you are happily perIllnot knowing which ones of the hundreds to buy. We offer you the result of months of buying and looking around for
Christmas goods. While we are always desirous of selling just as
low as we !tossibly can, yet quality is our foundation, and you can
rest assured that any article bought for a present will give satisfaction and pleasure to the recipient every time he (u'she has occasion
to use it.
We are mentioning. a few of the appropriate articles suitable
Ion Christmas and num(tsely 'mitt ing prices in order that you may
ft)rget all abitut the cost in anticipation of the pleasure of giving.

Nice Gifts

Hand Painted

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS,

GIFTS IN FANCY CHINA,
THE RICHEST SHOWING
WE'VE EVER MADE

ELECTRIC TOASTERS,
ELECTRIC IRONS,
ELECTRIC HEATERS,
EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS
fiat- electrical goods are
thoroughly finished, neat and
attractive. A beautiful line
for gifts.
KITCHEN UTENSILS
Are Nice Gifts
SAVORY ROASTERS
ALUMINUM WARE
GRANITE WARE
and many. of her kitchen uten-

Thi.s is the stock the •
iSeket.per lvistorainb,!

through---the beautiful ware,
of ‘‘•Iiich she ticker can
too Many. Tile Iiiitisckoilwr
cnie:
1.010 boys for another.
here to select the choicest gift:
kno‘vs---to gct the most
beam y, as well as real worth,
t'or the !Willey
licrt. collie. to, the father. •-••ti
or friend who wishes to pi,
,tit a ,:ure-to-be-valued gift.
Ilet yoll
netvti.t patterns in
and l'ITZEX It\

find the
if la,i,,war,

Silverware
iJzig

-.
It a. d..in,,tiy
1,:oa,a,.t. inert: is clear
colored gl.,ss, the n,:w blin:, anther, canary and
green; mother-of-reit-1 .aid Spanish lustre iridesc -um; coin gold band ware; encrusted gold ware;
—Het:a:flings and deep plateetchings. Something
suit every Lis:L.- every rurpose, and eVcry
pocketbook! And whatever is marked with the
Fostoria label is without qualification the fittest
glassware you can buy. All sorts of designs,
1.),ItterfIS ari
'
d pieces.

Thus week we are featuring

Fostoria goblets and Fostoria perfume bottles.

Useful Gifts

1

CUTLERY IN ENDLESS
VARIETY

9oihieerr;
Rk
More -1 it is going out
• nis month than ever went out
,efore. Rogers silverware will
stand the test of time and wear,
because it is the be -d
plate made. The niaisei
so and we back it up.
The beauty and character o:
the silverware which v..
displaying, make gift sel

Carving Sets are found to be
very acceptable and a gift at
the opportune time. We have
a splendid line.
The pocket knife, the razor.
th nini 1 scissors make suitable
gifts.

GUNS, RIFLES AND AMMUNITION
Perhaps you hadn'.
about it, but any sp.
!ell you that tin
make is reliable an .
:I select line of guns, ,:!
just the
•
a mmunition.
kind of gin_

Gillette
Razor
Sets

We are displaying rlatiss
,hears in all sizes and

All
Kinds of
Hardware
For fine. substantial, well
finished hardware of any description. we are sure our stock
\yin stand your inspection. We
carry a line well assorted.
We also sell Springfield and
Ozark wagoni. Monarch "Red
' Field and Poultry FencTop.
ing. Harness and Saddles.
And the Enterprise line of
Ranges, II eaters and Cook
Stoves in all sizes.

Both the Toys and Dolls are in a class by themselves. They are vastly superior to any display we have ever had.
They represent the very newest thought---among the mechanicai effects in the imported toys are many remarkable inventions that will furnish delightful amusement for parents as well as for youngsters. The Dolls in construction are the
best procurable. They have the prettiest faces, the brightest eyes, the glossiest hair---in short they are irresistible.
In the displays are wagons, tricycles, coasters, scooters, skates and everything to make the little ones happy.
We invite you to make our store your I leadquarters and shop EARLY while stocks are at their best.

i Implement Co.
Kentucky Hardware&
W. W. Batts, President.

CHURCH STREET, FULTON, h. .

Ben W. Shew, Sec'y and Treas.
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JOIN THE FARMERS BANK

Make up your mind now to have the necessary money to make a merrier Christmas next year by joining our Christmas
Club. You will not miss the weekly amount that will bring joy to you and yours next Christmas. Your first deposit makes
you a member.
CLASS 2—First week 2e. second
crease each weekly payment 2c
and receive in 50 weeks

CLASS 10-A—First week $5.00. second week.
$.1.90. Decrease each weekly payment 10c,
and receive in
50 weeks

We Have a Club
for Everyone

$25.50

CLASS 2-A----First weask SI.00. second weal,
Decrease each weekly pay went 2c
and receive in 50 weeks

$25.50
$61

CLASS 5—First week 5c. second week Inc. Increase each w
payment 5i.•ekly
14
anal receive in 50 weeks

CLASS 50—Pay 50c straight each week fur
weeks and
receive . .

You may enroll in as many
classes as you like, in YOUR
own name or in the name of
others. JOIN TODAY.

CLASS 5-A----First week. $2.50. se,.,ind week
S2.15. Decrease each weekly payment 5: anal
receive itt
50 weeks

$63.75

CLASS 10—First week 10e. second week 20c.
Increase each weekly payment Die and receive in 50
wee ks

$127.50

$127.50
$12.50
$25.00
$50.00
$100.00

CLASS 25—Pay 25c straight each week for 50
w eeks and
receive

CLASS 100—ray $1.00 straight each week for
50 weeks and
receive
CLASS 200—Pay
50 weeks and
receive

90 straight eavh week fur

4:

Plus 3% Interest for Prompt Payment

The Farmers Bank
"JOIN and GROW WITH US."
And he Sure of a Full Purse and a Merry Christmas.

When you buy John Deere implements you
are sure of prompt repair service
througho.. their long life-

A FARM WAGON
THAT IS GUARANTEED
The amount of satisfactory service that a wagon
will give depends entirely upon the material and skill
the manufacturer puts into it. We want to show you
a wagon that is built of the best materials by men
who know how --

THE JOHN DEERE WAGON
The Wagon That is Guaranteed
ma,-hine autornatl John Deere War' an. and
A Apt-rial .;
ically et.easures the in,ide of the piece of wood is air-seas...,
skein of the John Detre farm' under cover in our own
y•.
wagon and shapes the axle to ,
r
or at least tic, years.
•Tio
fit accurately. The skein
.
r )
set in red lead und,r high pres- Ores are set hot
th
„
ii.
.
.h
,
pressure
and
•
sure. It ha, e xac,ly
pacia and the axle has the • that assuris pr
Mit gather to make the John load l3 always cal Deere wagon run lighter tin.n 'ala"kcs•
other wagons. With the John I And (1,-,n't forget this &h.,
Deere sand- and du3t-pruof big feature—the heavy ..
skeins there is no wearing of liable fifth-wheel with
bearing surfaces -the oil stays rukated coupling,
' •
in -- the wagon i. always or breaking of kale! •
smooth-running and
Ala
n act omit
ing.
re
'rock
Only carefully-selected oak when handling large,
and hickory are used in the
Como to and see
wagon read the au unto.. on the tool
boa. Lot no expLurs flak many Us points embodied ha la

Fulton Hardware Company

Eir,
^7-713VIMMISMSAir7771'771,9niSSR
hitronize the advertisers in this paper.

WHY STATE POLICE
In 1920, only four states —
Pennsylvania, New York. Michigan and West Virginia—maintained a state constabulary.
Now seventeen states have state
police organizations; and unquestionably every state in the
Union will find it absolutely necessary to establish a state police organization within the
next few years.
In the first place, the automobile has done more to change,
our mode of living than any
other factor in a thousand
years. The automobile permits
business men and laborers to
lives miles from their work.
Homes are more isolated and
therefore require greater protection. A high-powered au! 1 ,
• mobile in the hands of an int, •
icated driver is just as clangous as a loaded gun. The go•.,
, swarms of automobiles that
crowd the highways on week
ends and holidays require
, and more policing.
In spite of the cries of p.,,
ticians on the cost of state
lice—usually unsupported
true statistics—every state ;
lice organization practica,
supports itself in the fines e
lected and the stolen proper .
recovered.
The state police are doing .
invaluable work in polict!
country roads and prevent..
brush fires and in protecti,
isolated homes. Not only t
factory owner who depends'
on the state police to mint'
order during industrial t
but every country home ,
should boost for more state
lice and better support f.'
state police organizati
State Police Magazine.
York City.
NAME YOUR TRUMPS
Why is life like a deck of
cards?
When you are In love, it is
hearts; when ,u are engaged,
it is diamonds, when you are
married, it is clubs; and o Ii a.,
yom die. it is spades.
FANCY CHINA

We hint is the newest sty].
They are your friends and will give you colors
and designs
cy and staple patterns of Chinn
the best values and service.
See our breakfast
both

sets.

Fulton hardware co

•

WILLIAMS
Can Print anything from a
Visiting Card to a Ne

per.

It is that little artistic touch that characterizes our
Printing as Superior Quality.

Fry us with your Next Order.

Phone 794

•
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Business men know the advantages of a savings account
with a good reliable institution
like this one.
They know that systematic
saving promotes prosperity. And
they know that money deposited
in this bank has sound protection.
If you. haven't opened. an account with us yet, do it now,
before you forget.
ISSS

1,

e. l'resident
\'ice President

wpm,

1 11 1140
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It's Chi mas Time at
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FOOD LIKE YOU GET AT HOME
This is truly a how e-like restaurant bccause
it has endeavored to break down the prejudice based on the theory that restaurants
could not serve food like you get at home.
Many patrons will testify that there is no difference between our meals and the meals
they get at home. That's the reason they
oome here so frequently to eat.
Years of catering to the appetites of particular people make it possible for us to serve
appetizing meals.
The next time you want to eat away from
home, bring your family here.

Smith's Cafe
BIC DINNER EVERY DAY
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Inside, Not Outside
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Modern Barns,
and Cribs
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There's style to barn building as

w.▪ .ri

111.11, who

well as to home building.

The modern,
up-to-date barn provides many conveastences and improvements that make
your work easier and your crops and
live stock safer.
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o
1..1111
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Poultry Houses—Sheds
No matter what kind of a building you need -or whether it's for farm
or town - we can be of service to you.
We have building plans for all kinds of
buildings and all the necessary material
to make them.

Our prices are the lowest and

suit
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our advice is free.
Construction Features
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FOR THE MEN
Guns, Ammunition, Gun Cases, Water proof Hunting
Coats, Razors, Knives, Thermos Jugs, Flashlights.
FOR THE LADIES
Quality Aluminum ware, Pyrex. Bread Boxes, Scissors,
Vases, Roasters, Percolators and Jardineirs.
FOR THE KIDDIES
Coasters, Air Mails, Rolls Racers, Velocopedes, Kiddie
Kars, Taylor Tots and Aluminum Toy Sets.
We are always glad to put away your packages, take care of them for
and deliver them any time you desire.
Let us sere Lat.

you

PI-IONH No. 1

Your Suit and ()vet coat
need the IN'rinkles taken out

Investment That Pays
in
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`woo&
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Fostoria Wars

house

ar, far in

50 cents

FANCY CHINA
We have the newest styles, eolors
and designs in both faney awd
...tank patterns of CHINA.
see our stipend Breakfast Sets.
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Great Oaks from Little Acorns Grow
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You know what a beat
shop can do for faces--hovs
can remove wrinkles ft.
cheeks and crow's feet
eyes. But did you ever
"beauty shop for suitmodern dry cleaning and sii
tary pressing establishmef.
Here, again, is a "fountain
youth"—this time for clothe
For example, take one,
your own suits to the O.
Steam Laundry—one you .
worn often. If it's a light a ,
the
;4 nlainly
collar and cuffs; perhaps th ,
it
IS • bit of grease on it
your car. If the suit is du:
the dirt may not show--but
there. One cannot ride in
tomobiles and taxis, and not
ther dirt.
But see what your dry cleu
er, the 0.,k. I aundry, can
for this suit.
First, it is tumbled in wai
drying air; the moisture is
moved, the dust shaken out,
stinate spots loosened. An
pert "spotter" then goes
the garment by hand.
and spots vanish berm ,
skill. Next, the suit is
gently, thoroughly. back ..
forth, in the purest of cleanl'
fluids. Soil embedded in 1.
fabric is filtered out ; grime a
grease are dissolved
After most of the moisture h.:
been whirled out, the suit
carefully dried in a breeze
fresh, warm, sterile air, tl..
with the warm air sifting tl,
it, it is fluffed softly. The II
comes to life, the cloth becon,
fresh and smart again.
Nor is this dry clean .
"magic" limited to men's sn
3nd overcoats. Hats and glos
women's coats, suits, dres•
and blouses, children's cloth
--almost every article of we ,
ing apparel can be given tile,
renewing, refreshing
same
And how much
treatment.
longer clothes wear when they
receive it. Truly dry cleaning
pays its own bills.
Of course, we make a specialty of dry cleaning draperies,
rugs, etc. Don't overlook this
Telephone MO
0. K. STEAM LAUNDRY
J. J. Owen, Proprietor.

GIMME 130
(47:1

Come Get Mamma's
Dress and Daddy's
Suit.
Make 'em look nice
for the
HOLIDAYS

O. K.
Steam Laundr.
J. J. Owen, Prop.
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HOLIDAY/ WEDDINGS
ARE UNDER WAY

111111111111...1

ti 'dilings Bre
l
long and Esq. S. A. Meltade re.
woilaiagzi
ing
siocKINGs
ports the follow
'
CHRISTMAS
Subscription $1.00 per year
°vet the week end.
Eillard Rudd, of Bardwell to
Filtered ad second cla,a MalI VI' Miss Baby Boswell, of Miiburu.
AINTY 11511• stockings
Jame, Itutiodi. at' Dutiful. It.
NOV- :lb, Intl, at the 10,4 Office at
hanging is a row.
W ad
Fulton, KVIltacky, undwr the Act of Miss Lill iv
Moe and gray and s, &eters
I. the tir•light glow
March 5, 1sn.
ingo.
Kit win Campbell and Miss
Curly-pated
•leep•rs
Lewis, of Fulton,
Stalely tiscird it& bed,
J. M. PATE DIES INHOSPITAL Delmit
Willie
srond,00•
Drosons
shop.
Dukedom
to
Yates,
of
of
MEMPHIS
Darn:lag throu g h ea•li he•J
Nliss Elsie Bugg, of Water ValF•th•r 4. hrietnim reeping.
Jittlieta L. Pate. of Hobart.
Plans w,th tends., tows,
Okla.. who was here last week
How to give esti. dr•ansar
to visit his mother, Mrs. Sellars,
•Il
shams.
who was seriously ill at the TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND
FRIENDS
Funny little st•ckings
home of W.L. Jolly, near town,
Hanging ire • row,
died in a hospital at Memphis
Stuffed with sweet surpri•••.
after an operation for appendi- who have made possible anothDown
from top to to..
citis. The remains were token er year of success anti prostl''.
ou,.
extend
thanks,
ity,
we
with
burial.
for
Sk•te•, and bsills, and trunipat•,
back to his home
Dish,'., tops and drums,
Mr. Pate was taken suddenly hest vvishes for a very ha pp
Books and dolls and c•nslios,
season.
holiday
here
ill with appendicitis while
Nut. and sugar-plume.
and was rushed to the hospital And may we continue to ser\ 0
Little •Imipars waking;
in Memphis last Saturday. you in the :AZ1 Me Sat iSfat'l
Bless me, what • noi••I
News of his death reached here Manlier that your contitinc,l
Wish you merry Christmas,
Monday. much to the sorrow of patronage may be uninterrupl
Happy
girls and boys
ed.
many old friends in this comPIERCE-CEQUIN & CO.
munity. •
So Time Doth Move
Mr. Pate was born and rearFather ult.!
CIRCLE MEETING
1111•64.tiloned they arr Willi iron ant)
ed in this community. :Intl at----- —
Nitgitter oottie lion:, trona college to;
tended the public schools in
Circle No. 3, of thy First Bap. he I'brist mu holtdek)a.
Fulton in his youth, later going
to the Southern Normal Univer- list church met with Mrs. Tom
s:ay at Huntingdon. Tenn.. Hales. on College street. Monwhere he took a law course. Ile day, December 19, at 2 p. at.,
moved to Hobart. Okla.. somo with eight members present.
The devotional was conducted
20 years ago and W a
in the practice of law there and by the chairman, Mrs. Foster
Mr. Bill
reading. seeond night for Melton left Friday
also publisher of a daily news- Ed WA I'd s,
Port Arthur. Texas,
chapter
of
Luke;
prayer
with
by
paper there in connection
where he will make arrangeMrs.
Ed
Bondurant.
Minutes
of
aged
his sons. Besides his
ments for the coming of his
mother, he leaves a widow and last meeting read and adopted. family in a few weeks.
Mr.
The subject of the program
other relatives, and many
was the teachings of Christ and Lige Killebrew moved to his
friends to mourn his loss,
Confucius, which were discuss- farm last week.
Mrs. Jim Etherige is seriously
OUR CORDIAL GREETINGS ed by the following members. ill. Her daughter. Mrs.
go out to you at this Yuletide Mrs. Edwards. Mrs. Wiley, :;rissom. of Detroit, hasPernie
been
season in the hope that your Mrs. Dunn and Mrs. Ed Bon- called to her bedside.
Christmas is bountiful and joy- durant. Dismissed with prayMiss Moselle Milam spent
ous and that the new year will er by Mrs. Wiley.
Friday night with her sister
be bigger, brighter and more
Mamie. at Martin, witnessing
SPECIAL OFFER
prosperous than any before.
the ball game Friday evening.
HORNBEAK BAKERY CO.
Loyd Wat4s and family left
By special arrangement. the
Friday
for Detroit. T. D. Butts
ComManufacturing
Majestic
ELECT
FULTON LIONS
pany will give a set of copper ,roing with them.
Mr. Albert Caldwell will,
The Lions' Club Friday held cooking ware free with each have a sale
soots, and move his
its annual election of officers purchase of a Majestic range family to Detroit.
at the Usona Hotel and elected during this week. Give us your Bowden will move Mr. Roy'
to his farm.
the following to serve for the order now. Fulton Hardware
Miss Norma Melton enterensuing year of 1927-1928: Co.
tained her friends with a little
Smith Atkins, president; C. P.
party last week.
DIED IN TEXAS
Freeman. first vice-president:
Mr. Jess Muzzle bougle, Vf.ts.
Lawson Roper, second viceThomas M. Tibbs passed Bettie Nabor's house and, otl
president; Mack Roach, third
Ruthcille, and her farm north
vice-president: Frank Beadles. away Friday night in a San An- of Ruthville
and will move
Smith. tonio, Texas, hospital. The reDudley
secretary;
'here in the near future.
treasurer; Morman Daniels. tail mains arrived here Sunday and
Hog killing has been generai
twister: Clarence Pickering. were taken to the funeral home about here since
the cold wave
comUndertaking
Fulton
the
of
Hardesty.
E.
C.
lion tamer. and
arrived.
retiring president, as trusiee iot- pany. Services were held
Tuesday morning at 11 o'clock, Elder John B. Hardiman
a term of one year.
conducted by Rev. Fizer. of Pa- preached Sunday at Oak
ducah. Interment at-Fairview. Grove.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
The deceased is survived by
We greet you on this threshold
FUNERAL FOR J. D. McKINof Ch,
iatmas with the song the his widow, parents. three broNEY HELD AT CHAPEL
thers and two sisters.
shepherds sang.
HILL
"Peace on Earth and Good
.. SOUTH FULTON WILL
Will Toward Men"
Funeral service for J. D. McNothing that we might say
INSTALL WATER PLANT iainey was held Monday aftwould convey the real Christernoon at Chapel Hill church.
mas spirit as well. We also Bonds Will Be Issued For Cost .onducted by the
Rev. A. N.
hope that you will have a hapof Plant
Walker. Interment followed.
py time with your loved ones,
Mr. McKinney died Sunda;,
and that there will be presents
Mayor S. A. McDade anand pudding more than enough pouneed Monday that final afternoon at the home of his
..on, A. P. McKinney on Central
to go around.
plans had been made to conBENNETT'S DRUG STORE struct a water plant in South avenue after a lingering illness.
At the time of his death deFulton. Municipal bonds to the !eased was 74 years old. Evamount
$2:1,000
of
have
been
YATES-VANCE
erything that a loving houseauthorized by the board of hold and skilled
physicians
council
arrangements
and
have
Mr. William Yates and :•liss
,anild do to prolong life was of
been
made
to
market
these !O avail and his gentle spirit
Elsie Vance, of Pilot Oak. w ore
united in marriage Sunday in bonds.
-as carried to its eternal home.
The
present plans are for the
this city. They spent a few
Mr. McKinney was well
hours with Mr. and Mrs. C. C. plant to be built on the city lot !outwit throughout this vicinity
Howard in Riceville. and re- just north of the high school. ,
L being a good man and was
turned to Pilot Oak, wherAthey and a large 50,000 gallon tank • , ighly esteemed by all who
will be erected on the bill ad- knew hint.
will make their home.
jacent to the school building.
Besides his widow, he is surTwo motor driven pumps will veil by one son,
one sister lind
be installed and power will be on.
grandson.
SOLD PROPERTY
secured from the Kentucky
----Utilities Company. A 75,000
FOSTORIA WARE
Charlie Fowler and brother gallon
reservoir will also be
George Fowler. have sold their constructed
Our
line of Fostoria Glasson
the
surface.
property in Mississippi and Mr.
ware is more complete,than viand Mrs. George Fowler will
er with the latest shapes anti
arrive in a few days to make BELOVED WOMAN
colors. Also full line of dintheir home in Fulton again.
PASSES AWAY ner ware in orchid and green.
Charlie has not made his home
-----in Mississippi, but has spent a
8081111 Nel-on
FANCY CHINA
good part of his time there. The a way Tuesday mianing at t he
We
have
the n2west styles.
many friends of the family will home of her (laughter, Mrs. J.
will be glad to welcome them .1. Young, near Mt. Morian colors and design:4 in both fannis permanent citizens of Ful- church. Site was $8 years of cy and staple patterns of China.
SW. our breakfast sets,
ton.
age, and had been a member of
!hp Methodist church for more
Fulton Hardware Co.
'lion fifty years.
She is survived by one datighFULTON
1% Mra. Young, one son, An.'iv Nelson, four grandehil‘ "Not the oldest, nor yet the
aro, two pTeal grand children youngest; not the richest, nor
anI many frienda. The funeral yet the poorest; not the largest
Chiropractor
ierviee0 as held at Mt. Moriah nor yet the least; but take it
S to 11 A. M. Ito 5 P. M. church Wednesday morning at
all in all, for men and women,
10 o'clock and burial followed tor flocks and herds, for field
and 7 to S P. M.
at the I:inegar cemetery near and skies, for happy homes
Lake Street, over Irby's Drug Dukedom. Winstead and Jones
and loving hearts, the bast
Store, Fulton, Ky.
had charge of burial arrange- place outside of Heaven the
11••••••••••••••••••••••••• ments.
Good Lord ever made."
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Fultott's
Popular
Show
I louse

W. I
I
Chisholm
Prtopriettae
in charge

Where the titiod 1 ietui es Play

Program
• .4
Saturday, December 2ith
"Crimson Flash" No. 9. Western Feature, Fox and
Pattie Ncws, Cartoon Comedy. nod
Mack Sennett Comedy.
:,"•••;•.
41.44.,
[•44
,

ti

Dr. T. F. Thomson
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\lerry Nights

Commencing
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SHECIAL CHRISTMAS MATINEE

Route 5 News
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In Connection With Pictures
15 People with Band and Orchestra

IN

NIINV Playti
Feature Vaudeville
Daily Change of Program
Real Entertainment at Popular Prices.
- PRICES -Adults 50c
Children 25c.

Let's All Go!
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Unfailing Satisfaction
is what you get in every day's
use of the dependable

ENTERPRISE
RANGE

Ft 1=--rY -YEAWcWE CHOICL OF GOOO—Micr

HE dependable service and satisfactory results always rendered by
Enterprise Ranges. has for fifty years, made the Enterprise the choice
of all discriminating housewives.
Enterprise Ranges are a superior type of high grade range construction.
along scientific lines that insures greater efficiency in opeiation and fuel
economy.
'The Enteaprise Ranges have many exclusive features that are a great
help and convenience to you. in .111 classes of cooking.
Place an Enterprise Range in your kitchen and you will find that
your cooking will be done quicker and with less effort, and the results
;keitl always he pleasing.
The fuel economy effected by the Enterprise Range means money saved.
Don't handicap your ability as a good cook with an unreliable cook
stove or ranee. Use the Enterprise and you can always be sure your
efforts will be successful.
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Kentucky Hardware & Implement Co.
W. W. Batts, President

Incorporated.
FULTON, KY.

Ben W. Shew. Set. & 1 rea-
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Visiting Cards
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Wedding
Announcements.'
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We invite You to call and see them.",
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Building Cost Shown
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E are proud of Fulton and it has been our
endeavor to make dour that our community
would he proud of. We mill only the best of %%heat
with the greatest care and we guaranice eery sack
of our flour to gi‘c perfect satisfaction.
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is to lie e‘poilial that tria* ,arie
flea will vary In their adaptability to
the eonilltions Itt itiiii•tria.t regions of
our country. consequently there Is no
one group of varieties that cart tie rec.
otonientled as the hest for use everywhere.

Garden Wall Beauties

Advice to Horne Builders
Nkihint picelot to Intpiei.s atcoogi
the need for considering your home
building as m strict builliamm proposi
tlule - S filisticial Investment upon
which tiuii Ifni), expect a return of full
value Iii seniee !slid satisfaction,

Fund to Advertise City
ita
oil),
of commerce, titans tr spend e4,140,001
• jeer for the next live years to "menthe city to Pithier?.

I.uiton, Ky.
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Welding
$ and Repair Shop
I,. A. Pew itt, Prop.
Near Twin-City Service
Station, State Line St.
Fulton, Ky.

Lis His Clothes

Cleaned and Pressed

1 can WELD your broken
ik)aiirldtsssoaftlis\facckitoin7;aaisIdlizdeopaailil.

work. Your patronage will
be appreciated. Satisfaction
at the
guaranteed. Prices reasonL. A.PEW1TT.
•
able.
()
0 K. La LI ti
4w
Patronize the advertisers in this paper.
Phone 130 They are your friends and will give you
J. J. OWEN, Proprietor.
a the best values and servisae,
-Li,ijahleguingaisisuaggasl
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Dependable

Santa Claus

Provide Shade for Yard
It

The Ile-I 1,111, of emrileti uall is oil.
with erni•ks iinil eranalem. into these
I only rah sonie thee stilt. sow
tole II
the ....elk tint ehler them with earth
so that the hinds will toil readily wake
tinny ulth theta. Nitturo pretty %ell
takes cure of the rest.
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the hist ;..•.ir 1.
$:1.53-1 to Ilie slate tiepartnient of education of two states.
taiyalile In annual installnionts over a
period of two or three years, to assist
In maintaining, divisions of school
house planning In those stittiot.
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A MOCKERY OP CHRISTMAS
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you ?cant
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home toy 'ilex daay

It al coin:tuned loy
and is generally pl..% •
to personal interesls.
3Iost cities and towns th.c
have grown and prospoved
letiohed their f,•rtinette
because the ma. •r
people worked
for their upbuildi.m. Every
such place is a I, s c. itt'ach
may study
e\ample that nL.'eel. •
lowest. The lesson of a or king
in unison may always be emulated with profit to the Individual as well as the collect ioh
of individuals. When one prots
it-. everyone in the comantnity
profits to a limited extent.
NA hen divided and torn by de'commun'u-tact ive c riticism. t
individual in it. Wilco divid,,,t
people weaken and damage
their own interests. Th.: tiu,lnesii of building up is the most
logical. even froma purely selfish standpoint.
'Chi:: community is fortunate
in many ways, and the people
%silo Ilse here need only to look
about them to realize the advantages that exist. With such
a setting. there is no good reason why the community should
not I bet prosperous and grow.
It will be prosperous to the
extent that indisiduals are willing to work together for the
advancement; by standing up
for home institutions; by supporting the enterprises which
contribute to community be:tee:meld. This is loyalty it.
htrme—loyalty
to industries.
Tile chants and every agency
that is needed in a modern
community.

There ate ;ertainly tv.o ways of tieding solitudetient +nil reach of
VI being rfreCiliallY lUt
blench aid die agencies that mean so soc. h te us.
One i: to head cast er west en A It .1 11,..C.t.1:11,
%hilt-the ether is to keep house with.-la a telephone
But it happens that few persetis deliberatelv seek
evees body has a tek•
that is %shy
'shone and long dotazi,e thing is lett to the advriallIOW 111111,qay.
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A
has come the realization that
you !lace done, so this year.
1,;;,;.1 giving of this sort
Hot bd. tolerated!. It is a mockery of the Christmas spirit. It
takos from many the happiness
which should be theirs at this
!intr.. It transforms the holiday
seits:.n. when all mankind
should be at amity. one with
another. into a period of mere
commercial exchange. when
feelings of selfishness and hypocratical discontent predom:nate. instead of love and good
will.
Gift giving should be spontaneous or not at all.
The Fulton friends of Mrs.
C. R. Young deeply sympathize
with her in the lo.:s of her
mother. Mrs. Ellis. who passed
away Friday at her home in
Bowling Green, Ky.

Big Turke) Dinner
with all the
trimming's

[

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Ch ristmas Day
AT

Smith's Cafe
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W
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FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
MRS. JOHN MANN

the colt at a te:eph,•te u teifiing cowtrapeti to
:he !:,e,:e.tt..., ••..1 o•uvenae 1,e It .4v..1> The
li,omets Ott,e ut4 gLaJiv ,ii,....te \t:I1 munthiy
,,,e.s vati art.t.kge iv uut....4 yvier teltphvne.

4tar-t

Funeral "ritefor Mrs. John
.Nlanit wets held at CliaPel
church. Sunday morning. condi .. .id:tell by the key. C. A. Moore.
Intel ment follo.,ved in the
d•iturch cemetery.
Mrs. Mann died Fridic
In the Mayfield hospitii.
s'ie had been taking trea:a.
The Fulton l'• ' •
pany, who t
ial arrange!!
remains to her late home on
Mc 1)owell st Feet. Saturday.
preparatory for b.]
Sunday.
The death of this beloved
Wilt and mother has mad- a
do:a:late household at. Christmas time. Mrs. Mahn ‘d
highly esteemed and loved by
a wide circle of friends who
eply sympathize with the ic.1:.•ave:i.

HOLIDAY WHISKEY
:sIen with a taste tor intoxicating liquor seem to have the
idea that no holiday is complete without a "spree." They
apparently holel to the view
that holiday and hilarity are
synonymous. If this opinion is
strong enough in a man. he will
have liquor regardless of its
present state or its origin. According to the federal prohibition director for Indiana.
the sale of real whisky. beer
and wine in this state ha- 'wen
practically stamped out. What
Ls true of Indiana is true in
large or small degree in every
The Spanish Revelers
other state because the supply
of real "pre-war stuff" is gradually being reduced. Consequently the man who insists on
a -holiday drunk" is running
Route I
a bigger chance than he ever
did.
r; At High School Auditorium, beautiful musie.
Messrs. RaYm'old "nd '
Tests of all liquor coo Is •:itod
V .'s
Jan. 3, Under Auspices
Interspersing the orchestral
sp•
r,t
Coltharp
by government officials show
P. T. A.
selcctions specialty vocal numti,.
ttiat less than one per cent of and Sandia::
hers are introduced, adding a
the whole is bona fide, chem- Mrs. Carl [Tilley.
Mis: Willie Ruth NIcAlisti.u. "A Nigh; in Spain" might pleasing variety.
ically pure whiskey. The pubwell he the title of the musical
Five young artists compose
lic is slowly awakening to the .:pent Sunday with Miss Mar- entertaintnent
given by the the personnel of the company.
fact that most of the liquor the ,Iorie Brown.
Spanish Orchttetra.
each seleetcd for her particular
bootleggers are now peddling
111%
R"Per has return
" In the dazzling costumes of fitness in the plan of the prois synthetic stuff and may be home from Detroit where he
loaded with dynamite. This is will spend his Christmas hi:1i- Spanish senoritas the company gram, as well as for her genupresent:4 a brilliant and color- Me musicianship.
attested by the 'decline in the days with home folks.
You will be delightfully enprice of bootleg whisky accordMrs. Lena McAlister and fill pictures, as it rembvs muwhich is, of course. predian- tertained by the Spanish Oring to enforcement officials, daughter.
Ruth. were in
Spanish.
chestra, under the auspices of
who are authority for the state- Fulten, shopping. Saturday..
Spain
ment that labeled and stamped
Mr. Mani ‘1.ilsen and wef•• Spam olof the storied cavalier, the P. T. A., at High School authe dreaming l'ys ditorium. January 3.
imitation whisky which sold for
:!!111..13Y aud Slinda.v rerun... Spain of the magnifies
Don't fail to procure your
$I to $20 a quart in 1923 and with his father, Mr. Ben Wil- lent
toreador speaks in this ticket early.
1:12•1 now goes begging at $8
a quart.
The prohibition agents are
+++++++.•••••Set.i.•
+
•
4+4.e++•+if•••••••••
4.4.+4.++++++.+Neale*
making every effort to prevent GEORGE A. MOORE
the manufacture and sale of
PASSES AWAY
synthetic liquor, but they can—
Ge ir•er A. Wore,
not be actually succeasful nntil
y—,
they get the ..00peration of the chit,died at hi: home en Editman who things that he must ing. street Friday morning
get hilarioudy dr,11t k cull evcr v
st•I' ire %las held! at
occasion that he imagir• •- de- New Il••pe church. near Lemands such conduct. Net un- t Intuit, Sunday afternoon.
til the drinkers realize I he
Th: deceased was highly esword of the chemist and drictor .,•tiled tois better than the whispered
advice of the bootIvgger. will
maid h
any great headway be made in dren, parents, brothers and sis/stamping out the illicit traffic. ter in their bereavement.
11,•••••••••••••••44444,
1444+441++.0.•.
.
t
:•4*•••••••

Water Valley,Ky.

T he Spanish Orchestra

Efficient and Economical
Home Healing
The Enterprise Automatic circulating warm air
Heater will heat the entire borne with a constant
circulation of clean, warm air, insuring the same
comfortable warmth in every room.
Finished in dark grained Mahogany enamel, it is
in harmony with the other furnishings of the most
refined taste. The fire door, ash door and all mechanical parts are concealed when the cabinet is closed.
The powerful beating unit makes it most economical in fuel consumption. The wide deep air ways
from top to bottom of the cabinet permit free passage of air. which is quickly heated in passing over
the heating unit, and out the top to circulate through
the entire house.
Let Us Show You This Heater Today

Kentucky Hardware & Implement Co.

ENTERPRISE
AUTOMA
TIC
C,culatin,.1 Acr
ISe!at err

With that powerful
Heatinik Unit

Phone 794
When in need High-Grade
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Patronize the advertisers in this paper
and save money on your purchases.
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SILK SCARFS
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l ave a large stock of new fancy
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EXTRA SPECIAL!
LADIES' SILK HOSE
Pure silk. ladie;' host:
tilm. are 41.1)11 i•4. 1u's. '9
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CLOTHING CO.
and Boys

( Incorporated)

KENTUCKY.
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)27 BUSINESS CAREER AS ONE OF THE
,RS IN THE HISTORY OF THIS STORE.
VIE COULD NOT PRESENT ITSELF TO
DN FOR YOUR LIBERAL PATRONAGE
VE REDUCED EVERY ARTICLE IN THE
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Men's Overcoat,
Men! ii dU want to make your dollars do
double duty, here is the place to do it. These
coats are aosolutely new. Have all newest
.-hades and styles. Reasonably priced at,

'15.75,$21.75 and $28.75
) TH RO I:E'S
44111- neW ;lurk Of I
th;lt
11:1V4..111A come in. 11:t ye all colors and sizes.
7.5t) selleri: now

$5.75
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We sell these Shirts the year around
They are the best matte
lkitite Broadcloth.
go in this
-ale at ----

.NND YOUNG
.1-',1.:11se'S CAPS

They

3FOR $5.00

io
$1.55
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LCNG PANTS

NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF THIS STORE
WELL PREPARED TO TAKE CARE OF YOI
sT()Cks IN EVERY DEPARTMENT ARE AI
THE ;vii;‘AJI E IN STYLI:. ALL QUALITY
NEED NOW.
,
WE INAUGURATECh
THIS SALE i
THE EV1
YOU WILL FIND MANY ARTICL
HERE
LECT USEFUL AND APPRECIATIVE C.11211
ti
TREMELY LOW.
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\eed U wear
Silk and \Veto!,:Ind Cotton Un1 h‘I'Weitr, all new fall purchase,
will
Lear 10 per cent discount during this

DRESS HATS

$2.95
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Boy's Suits

-

1,Ve are il(iiflt. tilsitcrifice ()tic i)tg stuck uf
1:,,ys' Suits. All new styles and fabrics at
the priees
$10.50 values go at
$7.95
$11.50 values go at
$8.95
$12.50 values go at
$9.95
$15.00 values go at .
$10.95
$16.50 to $19.50 values at $13.95
illh.111•1111111111111111110/1/Mairalinnesw

CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS
fe\v left in sizes frein
c,,lers. They f,,rtnerly •(.1(1
II.1.11). They all vo now ;,1
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WE ARE CLOSING OUR 1927 BUSINESS Cl
MOST SUCCESSFUL YE-ARS IN THE HIST
A MORE OPPORTUNE TIME COULD NOT
SHOW OUR APPRECIATION FOR YOUR L
THAN NOW, AND WE NAVE REDUCED EN,
STORE FOR YOUR SPECIAL §
:ENE T.
11111111111Milal
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Outffiters For Men and Boys

FULTON, KEN1
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This is the
Store for
Bargains

Here you NN 1 1
Find just the
Gifts you NN 'ant

And substantial Christmas Gifts. Gifts that will
it
if
be aureciated by the re- .6
cip;e!,
.ts. For weeks we
have been making preparations for this greatest
of all holiday events, and
it is with great pleasure
that we announce our \‘\ •\\
readiness to make your
‘\
Christmas shopping a real tl
pleasure with values you
will appreciate.
We especially invite you
to make our store your
headquarters during the
holidays.

Prices have been reduced
in order to make our December sales break all
former records. Just here
we want to say that our
1927 business has far surpassed any year we have
been in business. The
good people of Fulton
and vicinity are beginning
to realize that Kasnow's
is the store to get genuine
bargains, courteous treat
ment and fair dealings.
Just at this time we
have some of the most
astounding values we
have ever offered you.

.••

Coats ancl Dresses
New Models! Fascinating Styles!
Record Values!
Bright and beautiful—bristling with style---Splendidly
made with becoming neatness. Right now is the time to
make your selections. You have the widest choice in
styles and fabrics, and it's easier to be fitted while sizes
are plentiful. We have
•*

Slashed Prices on All Coats
and Dresses.

Big Reduction on Men's
SUITS

Ckarnal-

..
. --- - .
. instmas

Q,jo
f
0

Overcoats.
Shirts, Ties, Hats, caps, Shoes,
Sweaters, Underwear, all
suitable for Gifts.

--04k ot
.51ipi)er.„

linSimaf • .-Glove

Christmas shoppers tin(I extra pleasore in mui.
ing thuir purchases hero on account of the prie,
savings on each article.

L. KANOW
448 LAKE STREET, FULTON, KY.
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It is our endeavor
to PLEASE You
with stylish goods
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New(;oods
New St vies
Low Prices.
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Alice's Christmas
With Her Parents
Happy to Pay First Installment of tier Debt of
Gratitude.
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Gifts For Everybody
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The Lonely Old Lady's

Christmas Valentine
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looked
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orles Mut kept the past alive, and at
R. S. WILLIAMS, Advertiser Office. Fulton, Ky.
Leart the silent thinker was not cold;
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Feed Ciig
sToRE

has exThe A NICO FEED
Open
Ameo
for
clusive Agency
are
feeds
These
Feeds.
Formula
mixed according to advice of the College Feed Conference Board, which
is comprised of nineteen of the leading Agricultural Colleges of America.
We have a complete line of HORSE
DAIRY, POULTRY and HOG
FEEDS. TIIE TAGS OF EACH
SHOWING EXACT AMOUNT OF
EACH INGREDIENT, DIGESTIBLE PROTEIN and TOTAL DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS.
Come by and see os. We can save
YOU money and at the same time give
you better feeds.

Amco Feed Co

Cleveland Butts, Prop.
0. C. Croft, Manager
Phone 602
Walnut Street
Kramer Building
Opposite Fulton Light Plant

kitiMILESISCIIITIST.221;21ZZi R-ii70.1

Phone 794
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(New Hope Community)
iss Serrilla
spent
the gileat of Mrs.
Mid Mrs. 0. R. Sane
ar Crutelifield.
Ede aril Latta is very much
:iiroved in the last few days.
Mr. and Mrs.
PI. Benedict
-1,1 family of Clinton were the
Mr. and Mrs.
It, Finch.
—1'wo Days to Marry,- !hree
comedy, presented by the
,dies' Aid or Union church,
• re last Wednesday night, was
much enjoyod by the audIwo. It was it splendid play
wv are very glad to have
it it presented in our cum-

:.,,t

Santa Claus Must

HAVE MONEY!
Christmas is the time of year when many
!eel the need of money most.
The way to have money at Christmas
itne is to Put trioney in the bank R
LA I ZIX all + lie year around.
Savii:g.is a habit just the same as soel(iing--o.,;y it is it cnnn aao.,
it "
iCatiS
yOU to SUCCESS instead of FAILURE.
Which do YOU want to be—a FAILURE
,,r a SUCCESS?

Banking Business.
Start Saving Regularly NOW.

We invite 1.01.1 R

CITY NATIONAL BANK
"That Strong Bank"
FULTON. KY.

Mrs. T. R. Watkins spent
inday with Mr. and Mrs. Hayit near Fulton.
Mrs. Rupert Latta has been
Ty ill for the past few days,
• K h a severe cold and chills.
Mrs. C. I). Hastings and Miss
Honk May Rollins spent Satur:ay afternoon with Mrs.
!LilI
It itis,
FORMER RESIDENT OF
THIS CITY IS DEAD
W. L. Jolley received the
news this morning from Memphis of the death of his uncle,
James M. Pate. of Hobart, Oklahoma. where he died at St.
Joseph hospital following an .
operation.
Mr. Pate was the only son of
Mrs. N. E. Pate, of this city,
and had come to the bedside of
his mother, who is seriously ill
at the home of J. W. Jolley
south of town. where he was
;aken suddenly ill last Friday,
and was rushed to the hospital,
in Memphis, Saturday.
Mr. Pate was born and rear2i1 in this county and has many
friends here who will regret to
,arnf t his sad ne,
sage.

McFadden
News
-. T. H. Howell
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Saturday, 1)eeemher 24.
Universal presents llo,,! Ason
6011 4 I
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Also Chapter 2 of the '1:Alto-II ot the 1:01ffie Rider.
and Comedy.
+++-:-:-+++,---;-+++,:-:.+4-++-:-.:-++-++++++++++++++.:.+++-:-++++++++++4,4*•++.

and Tuesday, Dee. 26 and 27,

4+4

Metro-(Iidilwvii-Mayer presents
•
651i()0.1(
with Karl Dane and George K. Auther
This picture is as good if not better than —file Big Parade"
Also Comedy and I rand Kiteiminis
+4 •44:,44.+ ++ +++444.4.11.•+++
+
++++4+41.4.4441.46
Wednesday, December 28
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents Norma Sheerer in

"Cp Stilt"
A great Star in a thrilling film of the drama back of the foot-lights
Comedy "Way of All Pants"
saaa+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++4+++++ :
+:-++-:-i--:',
Thursday, December 29,
ni versa' presents

"I leld By I 1w La

W
'1'hr sensational Melodramatic Triumph of the sua:4n!
Mystery! Suspense! Thrills!
A marvelous entertainment, with a most amazing climax.
And a cast :leaded by Johnnie Walker, Marguerite de la Motte
and Ralph Lewis.
+++++++++++++,,
Friday, December 30th,
Paramount presents W' C. Fields, in

m•-.4 NVild"

" 1111
Comedy- -"Row. Sailor, Row"
:aid Mr. and Mrs. Herbert How'I spent Sunday in Hickman
.s-+:-4-4 44444-4.4.++4.-++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+-++.+++:•++++
he guest of Mr. and Mrs. ('. M.
Ctinning, - "The Unknown.
'
ii irnsby.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hodges
spent Sunday with Mrs. J. R.
rated
Powell.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell spent one day of last weekl6
Hi Union City, visiting Mrs'
Howell's uncle, Mr. and Mrs
0. K. LAUNDRY HAS
arshall Powell.
When you buy John Deere implements you
Courteous Service a Specialty.
COMPLETE SERVICE
are sure of prompt repair service
4
A. PEWITT OPENS WELDthroughout their long life'
The modern laundry of toING AND REPAIR SHOP
comdo-4
,
4-11
,
:.4.4.4.+4.4.4...!..4,4
1.4.-44.464-4.I.4-4.4•4•4 44.4-44.4.4...F4+4 +4.4-4.4.++4-4-4-4.
Luther Pewitt has opened a day is an expression of
the whole famand general repair plete service for
has become
Laundering
ily.
hop near the Twin City Service
••••••••••••••••iiilif ticlilho
of an exact
approximation
the
a
•••••1111111111111111114•1111111•111eate
Station on State Line street,
•
Laundrymen of today
where he will be pleased to science.
andhave learnra
.erve the public when in need are specialists' improved cleanif welding and repair work. ed the secret of sanitary way,
the most
if
'Litton is indeed fortunate in ing in
the way that wit have the
having in its midst an expert and wear on line', is taught
least
611
who can weld broken parts
every employe in the modern
X
and make them new again on
a
laundry.
:IF
short notice.
a
This class of laundry cleans
51
Mr.
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has
had
many more thoroughly, makes gara
gs
:ears experience and is COnSitiments look whiter, with less
a
t.i'Cli an expert at welding and
wear and tear than the washerrepair work. It has often been woman in the own home. Difsaid that he is the best welder ferent clothes need different
a
a
in the state.
methods.
Several times the editor has
•
The amount of satisfactory service that a wagon
The laundryman sorts the
.
U
had occasion to test his skill
,ti
will give depends entirely upon the material and skill
family bundle wad each article
ar
and
we
can
heartily
recommend
cleansthe
manufacturer puts into it. We want to show you
•
goes thru the process of
A 100 pound sack of Purina Pig Chow will
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a wagon that is built of the best materials by mei,
o
ing that will give the owner the
build as much pork as 250 pounds of midds or
last
k he did for the Adver- best result, both in wear and
n
who know how -a
shorts—and costs just half as much.
tiser othce was welding teeth' cleansing. The 0. K. Steam
s
THE JOHN DEERE WAGON
in a wheel on our printing Laundry is modern in every de-,
M
The Wagon That to G
teed
U
press several years ago. Yes, partment and has kept abreast
Pig Chow is Easy to Feed
A special machine automat- John Deere Wagon, and every
e say Fulton is fortunate in of the progress made in im•
ically
n
measures the inside of the piece of wood is air-seasoned
having such a skilled mechan- proved cleansing for every gare
skein of the John Deere farm under cover in our own yards
The directions are simple. Feed
ic in our midst.
wagon and shapes the axle to for at least two
ment. They give every article
a double handful night and mornThe
years.
fit accurately. The skein is
you send to them a special cal c,
ing with any feed you have on
set in red lead under high pres- tires are set hot under hydrauCARD A TRULY PERSONAL whieh is part of the routine ot
sure. It has exactly the right lic pressure and under a gauge
•
the place.
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and the axle hay the that assures proper dish—the
•
their work.
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gather to make the John load is always carried on plumb
most up-toThey
have
the
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Deere wagon run lighter than spokes.
It only a v'ery short time unlaunother witg•sns. With the John
And don't forget this other
Ask Us for the Feed in Checkerboard Bags
til the busy Holiday season lA date equipment to handle and
•
Deere sand. and dust-proof big 'feature----the heavy mat family
whole
for
the
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n
here again. Before we realize
skeins there is no wearing of kettle fifth-wheel with cot •
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to be a
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every
teach
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beating surfaces -'the oil stays t rugated coupling—no bending
all ot' us—old and young—
cleansing, neatness
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in --• the wagon is always or breaking of kingbolt-- bid di
will be counting the days until specialist in
ig
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and carefulness.
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name below the verse or sea- CANNELTON SEWER PIPE
AN
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Will be doubly peratinal_
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ton and South Fulton for the
No extra charge for printing main sewers and is superior to
your name on Christmas cards other tiling.
FULTON HARDWARE CO.
purchased from us.
Agents
R. S. WILLIAMS,
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
Fulton, Ky.
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HORNBEAK BROS.
BAKERY CO.
Fresh Bread, Cakes and
Confectionery.

▪

Build Bigger Pigs'with Less Feed
21,

•

A FARM WAGON
THAT IS GUARANTEED

et iirel4

BROW DER MILLING CO.
Distributors.

••
•

Fulton Hardware Company

•s
$ rs'e.))

Phone 794
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When in need High-Grade

Patronize the advertisers in this paper.
They are your friends and will give you
the best values and service.

PRINTING

.".*

•

THE FULTON )4.DVERTT3EIR

Improved Uniform Intornation,a

Safeguctrding
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The best protection for

Come in and find out
how easily you can get
this service.
Make This Ban( Your Bet SerWant
Open an Account With Vs Today-'VOW I

The Farmers Bank
FULTON. K V.
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AMBULANCE SERVICE - LADY ASSISTANT

,
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FULION UNDERTAKING CO.

The experience of previous years endorses the advisability of
early preparations and early buying. We are wonderfully prepared to meet your requirements with
We mention here only a few things appropriate for gifts, but
when you visit our store you will find many other gift suggestions
which may please you better.
.
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The One Occasion
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We are Ready for Christmas.
Are You?

thelr slily (Matt. 1•;_!I).
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CHRISTMAS LESSON

To make your money as . USABLE
to you as if it were right in your
own home yet as SAFE
as if it were in the United
States Treasury-that
is our function, our ambition.

14,

\lain Strt..t.t. I. tiltoi

Lesson for December 25

Money deposited with us is safe.
More than that it is ACTIVE. It is
useful. A surplus account is building
prosperity for your community as
well as making money for you.
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service of a good oank.
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We are displaying a beautiful line of Electric Table Lamps
Imported and Domestic China in lovely patterns.
' Community Silverware in the newest patterns.
Beautiful assortment of PYREX Ovenware.
FOSTORIA Crystal and decorated glassware in sets----all sorts of
designs and colors.
"SAVORY" Roasters, and all kinds of Aluminum pieces.
Handsome Electric Fixtures to brighten the home.
Cutlery and all kinds of Carving Sets.
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1,441,41stzt.

TILE 1;,Nr1:11(.1 FAMII,

1I44.

tO too 0.10.
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Electric Waffle Irons, Percolators, Toasters, Irons and Heaters in
the latest designs for comfort.
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WE SELL
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COAL
at reasonable prices.
Our prompt delivery is a pleasing
feature of our service. Let us have
your order.
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All kinds of sporting goods, footballs, etc.

,.t.
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1.4 ITT I,

horo

Hunters' Supplies, the Winchester line of guns arid ammunition,
coats and other equipment.

441'0.0114ing

111-4

14.4

Wagons, Bicycles, Coasters, Skates, Eveready Flashlights ail(I
Auto Strop Safety Razors.
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Everything in Carpenter's Tools and Hardware.
A complete line of Heating Stoves, Ranges and the celebrated
Perfection Oil Heaters and Cook Stoves.
We will deliver your purchases when you want them.
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really hear the gostiel 111th,! tell
It out to 0011.1
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The

Trials That Never Come
eIefy trial that tel send, He
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large It portion of our militia suffer
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Phone 51
City Coal Co.

An Unprofitable Life
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III 0,1,11 IN
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SUITS
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SEATS
AND

"Januar Price"

AND

Overcoats

Overcoats

VV1 1Y vvArr FOR THE JANUARY SALES WHEN
• YOU CAN DRESS UP RIGHT NOW FOR TI 1E
'
SAME PRICE! WE'RE SIMPLY PLAYING SANTA t
t
.spoozta,
(1 AUS TO ALL YOU FULTON COUNTY MEN.

Master Clothing Let Go!
'I•f• -1414:"1"FING
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BATHROBES AND
LOUNGING ROBES
IN A WIDE RANGE.

sa.00

Air and up
0.!
0.1

1

A HANDSOME GIFT.

Snappy Ties!
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REMEMBER "DAD"
WITH A PAIR OF
OUR WARM AND

Stylish Gloves

SUITS

'1.50 to '4.00

AND

AND

Ti

I'; I 4 I I C: I

II(.4 kii

$t..A451

Xmas Specials
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t;

vercoats

Overcoats
/I a,
1

#
4

$

SMART-PRACTICAL

PAJAMAS
IN NEW STRIPES
AND CHECKS

(4

"DIFFERENT" TYPE
TIES in NEW COLORS
$1.00 $2.50
•
to

;41P 5'

1;4

Ira

$2.50 & up

1

GET THIS FOR SON!
A NEW, NIFTY CAP
WILL PLEASE HIM
SPECIAL AT ONLY

"HE" Will LIKE THIS

A New Shirt

$45.00

FROM THE "J.& F."
STORE- VERY NEW

$2.50
to %dr

;it.00
$4
&ma

9.50

SUITS

t

AND
XMAS SPECIAL!

FOR "HIS" GIFT

OVERCOATS ,0
-01)

Silk Sox
STRIPES AND
BLACK STYLES

no

!

t

WHY?

M CAS II!
j
f4

;12
WE'LL TELL YOU
71
WE
WHY
Y
FRANKL
0
ARE GIVING YOU
`cei
PRE-JANUARY
PRICES NOW
;
BECAUSE WE
,
LY
ENTIRE
HAVE
TOO MUCH

t

4

IN CLEVER AND
SMART STYLES

$36 '

60c to $1.50
LADIES- LET US
HELP SELECT
HIS XMAS GIFT

Sweater Coats

CLOTHING!

4041k
04$00
$4:01#

5.00 & '17.00

-

c

S 11! in

NOT A SALE
• NO SIREE!
JUST SALE PRICES

NE FREEmAN.,...,,
REMEMBER
- THAT THESE
ARE OUR NEW

"Better ;ifts For Men"
-11-4 1 ;Ike

FULTON, KY.

SUITS and
OVERCOATS
EVERY LAST ONE
OF THEM IN THE
O., SEASON'S SIVI.AREST
STYLES!
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Quality Jewelry
FOR

4

CHRISTMAS
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COME IN EARL\ and VIEW THiS WONDERFUL Showing

N#4,1• F.

erVIYER & SONS

Headquarters for Christmas Shoppers.
Give Jewelry This
Christmas

A String of Pearls an
Ideal Gift

Je‘velry Lasts
'That's on,: of the 1.4•111)d
se,-•.
purp,
;t ror
other is the as with \vhich a si.c,..;•s•-'nal choice may be arrived at. EspecktIly at this store, \vhere a compieto
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Everything to make our Christmas Shopping a delightful pleasure.
Ditl.n10/1(1`..

ml andand :Lrt ist
designed
culrie in.
(Ai

and tilL ne\vest novelties. inarniricent .0 ray of all that is rich,
and the silvei•stnith have certainly sent out this season, the most exqtti:site articles. specHily
fairl> sparl:les and glints With beauty and brillianc. Don't feel that you have to buy ir
tn.w( than welcome to jut take a look.
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1,1.:1-iire i 12'ive ,vott all the as.-iistai.c.• possible in selecting g'ifts rol.
friends and loved ones, 111(1 gifts ‘vill
until yott call ror them.
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Will

NI. F. DeNlyer

Sons

Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
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1. NOW'
Pa) Later.
Eai.-o. Terms.

;). NONV
PliN Later.
.1-4,as‘ Ternis.
•444••••••411,1111111..

Furniture s a Gift for All the Family.
•••-,

_
1•:a600

A CEDAR CHEST IS A
MOST USEFUL GIFT. GIVE
ONE TO
YOUR
WIFE,
DAUGHTER CR SWEE T.
HEART. $13.50 UP.

'Iterrno,i61011
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Y
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1

1"- •
'?4
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•

Any piece for the living room is always a wonderful gift.
We have a wondgrful selection.

44-41

s-t:77%
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MAKE IT HER MERRIEST
CHRISTMAS OF All. WITH
A HOOSIER CABINET.
SAVES TIME, SAVES WORK,
SAVES ENERGY.

•

A PRETTY DOLL BUGGY
FOR THE LITTLE GIRLS.
GENUINE
LLOYD
LOOM
WOVEN IN A VARIETY OF
SHAPES AND COLORS.
,f+
••

^

,

.rs-!-•
-

4

GIVE A BEAUTIFUL CHAIR
FOR THE LIVING ROOM.
AN EASY CHAIR FOR DAD
--JUST THE KIND T II A T
GIVES COMPLETE REST.

WHAT WOMAN WOULD
NOT WANT AN ATTRACTIVE SEWING CABINET?
WE HAVE THE PRISCILLA
And
Martha \\ asliingoin
STYLE IN EITHER WALNUT
OR MAHOGANY FINISHES.

cal
I.

CratLSII
JI
A LAMP ADDS COLOR
AND CHARM TO ANY ROOM
—SURELY A PRETTY GIFT.
HAVE ALL STYLES AND
PRICES. BE SURE AND SEE
THEM.

FREE DELIVERY
For
I Out-of-town
Customers.
COME!

GIVE HER A PM. I I Y
DESK—A THING OF BEAU"' Y AND A JOY TO A WOMAN. SHE WILL TREASURE
IT FOR YEARS TO COME.

\• A
*

•

FOR
TEA WAGON
A
SERVICE.
BEAUTY
AND
WE HAVE A PRETTY SELECTION AT ATTRACTIVE
PRICES.

Gift Suggestions from Graham Furniture Co.
Console Tables
Occasional Tables
Floor Lamps
l'abl(• Lamps
I:ridge Lamps
floudoir 1.4zonp
1:ed Lamps
I)esk I.amps
Pictures
Tapest ries
Nlirrors
Smol:ing• Stands
Smi)king (.'abinet
I:ook Ends
('andle Sticks
Vases

Table Runners
Taffeta Pillows
Spinet Desks
Cedar Chests
DFSK SETS

Sewing Cabinets
Sewing Rockers
Fire Screens
Card Tables
Radio Tables
1•:nd Tables
Telephone Stands
,iving Room Suites
I Room Suites
I iining Room Suites

,

NVindsor Chairs
Fii•eside ('hairs
Hall Chairs
Hoosier Cabinets
1)4 weelain Top Tables
Kitchen Stools
China rIlva Set
No\ eltie
,

AN ODD TABLE IS NEVER
OUT OF PLACE. WE SUGGEST A CONSOLE, DAVENPORT OR OCCASIONAL TABLE AS A MOST ATTRACTIVE GIFT.
• 7
'411%

••
•`

FOR THL CHILDREN
1)(•:•ks \vith (.'hairs
1)oll Iluggies
Rockers, etc.

t:r.•••:
i"•

,,,, •

reniarisahlo showing of
Breakfast lifium Suite%
in ill finishes and prives. Su
with extension tables.

s Largest
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO• Fulton'
Furniture Store

• -1;;--14114*.

